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1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to derive systems of
isomonodromic deformation equations associated to Appell’s systems (F),
(F), which we shall present in forms that are transformed to Pfaffian
systems.

In 1880, P. Appell, generalizing Gauss’ hypergeometric equation to the
case of two variables, introduced four systems [1]:

(El) (8(8+8’ q-’--1)z--x(8/8’+)(8+)z--O
8’(8+8’+’-- 1)z-- y(8+8’+ 0)(8’+’)z O,

(F2) [8(8+r- 1)z-x(8+8’+a)(t+fl)z--0
L’(t’+r’- 1)z- y(t +o’+)(o’ +/’)z o,
8(8q-8’(F)
[8’(8+ 8’ +’-- 1)z-- y(8’ + cd)(8’ +’)z 0,

[O(0 ,+ ’-- 1)z-- x(O+O’+a)(0 +0’+fl)z= 0(F4)
[8’(8 +"-- 1)z-- y(8 +8’+a)-(8 +8’+ fl)z 0,

where z=z(x, y) is unknown function and O=x3/3x, O’=y3/y. It is known
that Appell’s system (F) is transformed into a Pfaffian system on P(C)

(1.1) df--(Y,-_I A(dF(x, y)/F(y, x)))f where f--t(z, x3z/3x, y3z/y),
A e gl(3, C) and F’s are the defining equations of singular locus of (F).
(For example see [2].) B. Klares studied the isomonodromic deformation
equation of the completely integrable Pfaffian system associated to this
system (1.1) in [3]. It is also known that, as well as (F), Appell’s systems
(F), (F) are transformed into Paffian systems of type:

(1.2) df= (?=1A(dF(x, y)/F(x, y)))f where f--t(z, xz/
xyz/xy), A e gl(4, C) and F’s are the defining equations of singular
locus of the systems (i= 1, 2, ., 6).

The author will present the systems of isomonodromic deformation
equations associated to Paffian systems (1.2) by the same method as in [3].
Main results of this note are obtained in [4].

The author would like to express his gratitude to Prof. T. Kori or
many valuable comments and kindly encouragement.

2. Pfaffian systems satisfying Appell’s systems (F2), (F). Let p:
(C)*-*P.(C) be a canonical projection and (X, Y, Z) be a homogeneous co-
ordinates on P(C) with x X/Z, y Y Z.

Proposition 1o Appell’s system (F) is transformed into the following
completely integrable Pfaffian system on P2(C)
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(2.1) df=oo2f f--t(z, x3z/3x, y3z/3y, xy2z/3x3y), where

p*a, A1dX dY d(X- Z) d(Y-- Z) d(X+ Y-- Z) dZ----- +A. +A +A +A +-- X--Z Y-Z X+Y--Z A Z

0 1--7 0 0 A= 0 0 0 1A,=
0 0 0 1 0 0 1--7’ 0
0 0 0 1--7 0 0 0 1--7’

A3= fl --a--+r--1--- A,= 0 0 0,0 0 --aft’ fl’ a-- + 1
@y ’(+-r+) ’ ’ ’ ’ (+y-r’+)

o o o
A= 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

--’ ’(+--r+ 1) (+f--r’+ 1) ---- --’+r+r’--2

Proposition 2.

Pfaffian system which is completely integrable on P(C)
(2.2) df=w3f

Appell’s system (F) is transformed into the following

f=t(z, x3z/3x, y3z/y, xyz/3x3y), where

p*oo B1dX dY d(X- Z)--+B +B

+ dZ

-0 1 0 0

B=I0 1--" 0 --1
0 0 0 1
0 c’/’ 0 c’+’--"+l
0 0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0 0

B5

0 0 0

0 0
0 -o’’ -o
O --1 0

o + 0

o’’ 0 o’ +’o

+B d(Y- Z)
Y-Z

n d(XY YZ ZX)

0 0 0 0

0 1--r --1
0 0 o o+-r+l

0 0 0I o0o’’ 0 o’--’+ "- 1
B

0 0 0

0

1o+o’+ +’
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Remark 1. If we transform (F) into the Pfaffian system of type (1.2)
using the same basis as in the above propositions, A (i-1, 2, ..., 6) can
not be constant matrices.

3. Isomonodromic deformation. Let U be a simply connected open
domain in C and (M,, U) be a trivial analytic fibration, with -(u)
-P.(C) (u=(u, u)e U)as its fibre. Suppose that M has an analytic hy-
persurface S, which has the form S U __1S as its irreducible decomposition,
and suppose that S’s are defined by F(X, Y, Z)-0, where F,’s are homo-
geneous polynomials in (X, Y, Z) of degree 1 or 2 with coefficients holomor-
phic in u (i- 1, 2, ., 6). In the above situation we parametrize the systems
(2.1), (2.2) by u-(u,u) and consider the following Pfaffian systems re-
spectively"

(3.1) df (, A(u) dF(u, X, Y, Z)

= F(u, X, Y, Z- f A(u) e gl(4, C(u)

where
F(u, X, Y, Z)-X, F(u, X, Y, Z)- Y, F(u, X, Y, Z)=X--uZ,
F(u, X, Y, Z)-- Y--u.Z, F(u, X, Y, Z)=2(uX+uY--uZ)/(u+u),
F(u, X, Y, Z)= Z,

u= (u, u) e U C\{u, u) uu 0, u+u 0},
dF(u,
F--.(u if,

X,
Y,Y,Zz) C(u)).

where
F(u, X, Y, Z)=X, F(u, X, Y, Z)= Y, F(u, X, Y, Z)=X--uZ,
F(u, X, Y, Z) Y--uZ, F(u, .X, Y, Z) XY--uYZ--uZX,
F(u, X, Y, Z)= Z,

and
u=(u, ) e UC\{(u, u) u,u=0}.

If these systems satisfy the completely integrable condition, the iso-
monodromic deformation equations associated to these systems on P(C)
coincide with the isomonodromic deformation of the same systems restricted
on projective line in P(C), which is in general position for S. (As or
the definition o "general position", see [2].) Choose y=x--1 as such
projective line in a neighborhood of 0 on P(C). Then the above systems
(3.1), (3.2) restricted on this line are written as ollows

(3.3) df= (Ad--x +Ad(x- 1) _.A d(x- u,)
__
A d(x-- (1 -- u))x x- 1 x-u x- (1 +u)

_t_ A. d(x--u(l +u) / (u+u)) )fx--u(1+u) / (u+u)
(3.4) df=(BdX+Bd(x--l)--Bd(x-u) +B d(x-(l+u))

x x--1 x--u x--(l+u)
d(x-- (1 +u+u)x+u) \f

and
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respectively. Considering the isomonodromic deformation equations of
these systems (3.3), (3.4), we get the following theorems.

Theorem 1. If the system (3.1) is completely integrable, then the sys-
tem of the isomonodromic deformation equations for (3.1) is given by the
following system of non-linear partial differential equations:
dAI=[A1, A6]dul/u+[As, A]U, dA2=[A., A6]du2/u.+[As, A2]U2, dA3=[A3,
A]du/u +[A, A]U,, dA4=[A4, A]du2/u2+[A, A4]U2, dA=[A,, As](du/u
--du2/u2)-[A2, A](du/u-du2/u2), dA=O, where U--du/ul-d(u+u2)/
u+u) U. du2 u. d(u+u) (ul +u).

Theorem 2. If the system (3.2) is completely integrable, then the sys-
tem of the isomonodromic deformation equations for (3.2)is given by the
following system of non-linear partial differential equations:

dB=[B,, B]du/u, dB2=[B2, B6]du2/u2, dB=[B, B3]du/u+[Bs, B](du,/u
+du./u2), dB4 [B2, B]du2/u+ [Bs, B](du/u +du2/u2), dB5-- [B,, Bs]du/d
+[B3, B](du,/u +du2/u2), dB=O.

Remark 2. dA6=O and dB6--O owe to fundamental matrices of solu-
tions of the above Pfaffian systems which are normalized at U {(X, Y, Z)
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